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About This Game

Take control of the powers of the cosmos. Explore your curiosity of space. Luna's Wandering Stars is a planetary physics
puzzler with a full Level Creator/Editor and online level sharing.

An action puzzle game that utilizes real physics to present interesting and challenging cosmic puzzles. Use a variety of powers to
control planetary movements, such as changing gravity, designating velocity, applying force, and using mysterious wormholes to
move masses around. The goal of every level is to collect enough asteroids using moons to move on to the next level. For a real

challenge, collect the rare golden asteroids in every level!

Key Features:

Intuitively change physics properties of planets and moons on-the-fly

Nine Unique Planetary Powers: Velocity, rockets, gravity, lasers, redirect cosmic bodies, change density, form
wormholes, create black holes, and reposition entire planets!

Nearly 200 total levels to play (including Free DLC challenge levels to be added)

Full Level Editor Coming Soon as a Free Update!

Online Custom Level Sharing Cpming Soon as a Free Update!
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There is nothing about this game that stands out in difference to any other game of its genre. In fact... there are better games in
this genre then this one. I'd really think about this one before buying and look around to see what else is on offer and only buy it
if you've "beaten" everything else.. Simple but great. Awesome game!. Very fun, very fun. Great game to let friends play or just
enjoy yourself. Turn up super sampling it'll be even more cool. The video doesn't do it justice. The videos are too slow paced.
It's pretty fast tbh.. Well i wouldnt recomend this game for modern gamers but back then was good. either way Still better than
I:Rome.. Now I can fix my drill by hitting it with a god damn selfie stick ! 11\/10. DON'T waste your money on this DLC...Let
me tell u why!

First of all the helmet you get from the dlc is not better than the one you start with.....Only looks different!
The Scream weapon you get is literally outdated in the beginning....You find better weapons very fast!
Its the same thing with the Chest piece....You find way much better armor after a couple of minutes...!
The only good thing about this DLC is that the Shield has better defense than beginning shield...thats the only posetive about
this sh*t dlc....!!
I've played ALMOST 45 min and i already got armor\/sword etc etc that is WAY MUCH BETTER!

DONT waste your money on this DLC!!. What is the future of the "Bricks" game? Well this is it. Horizontal and vertical. Power
ups and bosses. Fragments and moving blocks that attack you. Blowbacks and suck ins. Welcome to the 2000s. This is the future
of the "Bricks" game in all its awesomeness:). It may seem like a mindless strategy game contradiction, but that's exactly what
Alien Hallway is; an RTS with all the difficult decisions removed to make room for way more explosions and rag doll death
scenes - and it's a perfectly satisfactory experience, although, you are unlikely to ever want to return to it once you've finished
the campaign, there doesn't seem to be any replay-ability
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Absolutely unplayable game if you are not a part of elite squad named "WASD+Space"! No rebind keys menu option! Even no
possibility to manually remap keys via .ini files. Perfectly unfriendly game! Until they add rebind menu option - 0/10!!!. The
game costs less than 1 euro, but if you decide to buy this game let me tell you, it's going to be a well spent 1 euro. Simple but
well put together. Fun little timewaster.. Beautiful graphics, bug free, solid puzzles. It's a little short, but I'd rather pay for
quality than quantity. The narrator is a bit annoying, but that's really the only bad part.. I have a 4TB disk upon which I like to
keep all of my Steam games installed.

Except this one.. WOW! This is the greatest installment thus far. The new 'Authentic Plus' mode provides the most enjoyable
experience hands down. At 7 bucks this DLC is a steal. This is what DLC should be. For the first time in Sniper Elite I now
know what it feels like to get swarmed by angry Nazi special forces. Before now, it always seemed to me to be a bit of a letdown
whenever I'd demolish some aspect of a Nazi base...only to have a mere small handful of responder's show up to confront me.
Not any more. On plus mode I had Nazi's coming out of the woodwork from all angles hunting me down. GREAT!

I only wish they would KEEP ON MAKING MORE INSTALLMENTS! I'd keep on buying them!. For those who are facing
problems with full screen you can watch this video it helped me .

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GAojyBPCjs8

The game is nice , if you played Iron Triangle , the English version of this ,but with no Power Up kit you will be familiar with
this one ,and you will not face any problems at all , you will memorize everything in a short time .

This is my experience with the Power up kit so far .

The AI has been improved , I didn't see any attacking ports stupidly , but I think you can use cheap tactics , like letting one of
your castle empty ,so that the AI attack you and then come back with a massive army and destroy him .I really don't use like
these kind of cheap tactics .

Also the AI has been a tough challenge on hard difficulty , I restared the game twice until now .Although I am 100%
understanding the game and I have beat the English version more than 20 times on hard difficulty .

You can trade with western people in order to teach you some tech , also you can ally with bandits , ninja clan , merchants , and
pirates , each have a special usefull thing when allying with them .

Also you can change the amount of troops ,food ,money ,tech for you or the AI .

And 3 new scenarios including battle of Sekighara scenario .

I really like this game and I do recommend it of you are a fan of strategy games .. PROS:

- its really a relaxing atmosphere

- the ambient looks nice

- you could fall asleep in it

CONS:
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- only youtube

- no interaction with the environment

- no updates at all

- the oven is too loud

SUGGESTIONS:

- make some things of the environment interactive

- add old cracky music tracks the grammophone.

- add some stories to books on the bookshelf

- make some switches to turn the lights off and on

as i looked in the discussions the newest article is from June 24th.

it looks like it was just made to earn quick money and then it was abandoned,
they should add a few features and do updates. why else should u pay \u20ac5,- for an environment where u just can watch
youtube?
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